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(excerpts)

in the original design of the bio-psycho nature of humanity, there 
were four aspects

the body;   

[you never want to reject or deny your body. when you do, it will 
respond. it will start shutting down, it will cause disease, it will 
cause certain types of imbalances that make it more difficult to live 
on this planet]

 there was also the mind;   

[the mind isn’t a bad thing. the mind is not where the ego is. the 
mind is just trying to do what you’ve asked it to do. but it is taxed 
and it is overworked.]

there was the spirit or the life energy;
 
[spirit is just life force, the breath, the original. spirit and the breath 
mean birth. movement of energy.
the spirit also involves all aspects of yourself. it is the total being.
right now in the consciousness of humanity, spirit is so 
misunderstood. it is so distorted]

and there was another component – a beautiful component – called
“dei un gnost.” 

it was shortened over a period of time to be known just as “gnost,” 
but the original pronunciation was “dei un gnost.”
dei un gnost is also the core of passion in the human existence. 
it’s the fourth piece. it’s not spirit and it’s not the mind. the best 
way to explain dei un gnost is that it is knowingness, but not 
knowingness from the mind. it is creativity, but not creativity from 
the mind.
it's the component that is creative and that is knowingness. it's not 
intuition either. it is the ability to bridge between the nonphysical 
realms and into the crystalline realms and bring that energy and 



that consciousness down into the earthly realms. it is the ability to 
very rapidly manifest dreams using the balance of body, mind, 
gnost and spirit. but that piece has been missing for a long, long 
time, and it’s time for it to come back, but in a different way.
now, we can’t do it as a group, (you do it individually, but)
we can tell you, from seeing your energy, that gnost, that the 
creative knowingness is ready to come back. it is time in your life. 
you have gone through all of the other things, it is time for that 
missing component, that piece to come back.


